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بِسْمِ اللَّهِ الرَّحْمَنِ الرَّحِيمِ

The Last Dialogue

1. those who disbelieved from among the polytheists were not to be the clear evidence of the Book there comes to them until they abandoned it.

2. purified pages reading from Allah's Messenger, the Book, the correct written in what came to them after what was confirmed until the People of Evil became divided and the polytheists disbelieve and become divided which a Messenger from Allah confirms the religion of the People of Evil. And that is to give al-Zakah uprightly and to establish the prayer and to worship Allah being sincere, except what was commanded to Him of the clear evidence there comes to them until they disbelieve in it. And that is the religion of the People of Evil. Indeed those who are the worst of the creatures will be in Hell of the creatures of the polytheists. And the polytheists who were the clear evidence are the best of the creatures. And believe those who are the righteous of the creatures.
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